
Seradex OrderStream
Technical Release Notes

May 2021

AdminTools.dll

6.4.65 05/28/2021 I2011196 Added support to download and apply license file data for a given company 

via the master API

I2011154 The database cleanup utility now contains an option to clear temporary 

transaction logs.

DataTransfer.mdb

6.4.280 05/26/2021 I2103396 Changed the label of the secured control for the "Comments" tab in 

SalesOrder from the "Commissions" tab, which is no longer used.

I2102305 Added a new integrity check named: "Work Orders Not Completed with all 

lines already completed" to detect work orders where all lines have been 

already completed, but the header is still set to not completed.  Also, added a 

fix to correct the header completion and approved statuses.

I2003076 Removed all ChildItemID indexes on ItemSpecStruc if they exist and 

recreated 'ItemSpecStruc_IX_ ChildItemID' index on ItemSpecStruc in the 

SECONDARY file group.

I2103185 Added an integrity check to return any sales order which is associated with 

more than one job or opportunity.

I2104077 Changed a concatenation of fields into a concat() for an existing exception 

check query, preventing a potential query failure.

I2104124 Alter remittance report to not require either an address or pay to address.

I2102097 Modified to add a new secured control entry to the sxSystem database to be 

able to hide the new "Costing Info" tab on the header of the  Sales Order 

screen.

I2103023 Added indexes to SearchDetails, TransWorkFlowDetails, and 

ToBeScheduled.

I2103327 The integrity check results cannot be accommodated in an intermediate 

table's column, so this integrity check's results are truncated to 254 

characters.

I2012271 Corrected issue where either unapproved credit notes or approved yet not 

posted credit notes existed against invoices which also were against 

shipments with inventory values, those invoices were being reported on the 

Shipping Accrual Search.

I2105031 The "Open PO By Item" core report query was modified to prevent the 

multiplication of lines.

Estimating.dll

6.4.183 05/26/2021 I2104180 Will now exclude copied estimate lines if they are not Sell items.

InventoryAdjustment.dll

6.4.99 05/26/2021 I2103232 Saving an inventory adjustment will now consider the validity of the selected 

UOM with respect to the item selected rather than merely being a valid UOM.  

It will also check the UOM selected for the adjustment line in the database 

(rather than what is in the form) when validating approval.
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RptPurchasing.dll

6.4.35 05/26/2021 I2105031 Modified the "Work Order" heading to read "Document No", to accommodate 

the change to the query which can now include a sales order as the owner.

SalesOrder.dll

6.4.226 05/26/2021 I2104261 Adjusted the CheckforHighCostSpecs function to support inserting over 1000 

records.

I2102044 Modified to add the item description from the sales order line to the drop 

shipment user interface so that the user can uniquely identify the items to 

process.

I2101118 Modified to ensure that when deleting lines on a sales order only the related 

lines on the associated work order are deleted when applicable.

I2104180 Will now exclude copied sales order lines if they are not Sell items.

I2101296 Added call to have .sales order create then feed the UDF temp table

Seradex.Connection.dll

6.4.46 05/26/2021 I2010167 Added helper function for query column checking.

Seradex.EstimateSystem.dll

6.4.18 05/26/2021 I2010167 The item description can now be set using the Auto Add Charges 

functionality.

Seradex.Infragistics.dll

6.4.50 05/26/2021 I2104149 Adjusted the logic ensuring that when loading saved grid settings, the column 

layout will only be affected.

Seradex.InvoiceSystem.dll

6.4.21 05/26/2021 I2104175 When generating invoices from shipment, correct the entry date to today 

rather than using the shipments entry date

Seradex.OrderEntryLibrary.dll

6.4.20 05/26/2021 I2102222 Corrected an issue where creating a manual work order and associating it to 

a sales order will silently fail if the sales order detail line contains a 

user-defined stat code.

Seradex.Production.WorkOrder.dll
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6.4.30 05/26/2021 I2102222 Corrected an issue where creating a manual work order and associating it to 

a sales order will silently fail if the sales order detail line contains a 

user-defined stat code.

I2102118 Modified to ask the user whether or not to automatically update the 

associated sub work orders due dates when modifying the "Earliest Material 

Availability" field on a parent work order.

I2003044 Modified to be able to automatically delete the related sub work orders when 

deleting the parent work order.

Seradex.SalesOrderSystem.dll

6.4.26 05/26/2021 I2010167 The item description can now be set using the Auto Add Charges 

functionality.

I2103169 Adjusted the logic ensuring that the system will calculate when changing the 

margin percentage after selected an item.

I2103372 Ensure the user defined details on a sales order line transfers to the pending 

user defined data for tracked assets

Seradex.ServiceOrderSystem.dll

6.4.3 05/26/2021 I2103372 Altered Service order to support launching from Tracked Assets and 

populating the default data as a new service order using the new Interface.

I2102252 The Service Order Parts & Labour "Parts" grid will now use the correct 

display format for the discount percentage, which in turn will allow for the 

correct value to be sent to any generated credit note.

Seradex.UserDefined.dll

6.4.7 05/26/2021 I2103014 Corrected an issue where the module user-defined gird columns error out 

when attempting to append duplicated properties' data field index.

I2101302 Corrected an issue where the .NET User-Defined Columns weren't calling 

the required setup data for query

I2101130 Corrected an issue where the user-defined date column is saving a time 

value.

I2101296 Altered to launch a new .net detail User Defined pop up which supports query 

controlled filters off of form header values.

I2102146 Adjusted the logic ensuring that the first visible column for lookup SQL 

combo will be the combo display value.

I2105068 Adjusted the logic to ensure that loading the userdefined columns will now 

strip out the time component on any date udf value.

Seradex.Win.Controls.dll

6.4.26 05/26/2021 I2003044 Modified to add row resizing capability to the grid of the generic message box 

interface.

I2101296 Compatibility with I2103408

I2103425 Inactive vendors will now be hidden when the Purchase Order dropdown is 

populated.
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Seradex.Win.DeliverySchedule.dll

6.4.25 05/26/2021 I2103430 New Interfacer module activation will no longer launch the Advanced Delivery 

Scheduling module.

Seradex.Win.Estimate.dll

6.4.33 05/26/2021 I2103371 Set focus to ItemNo when inserting rows into grdDetails on all .Net Modules

I2101296 Compatibility with I2103408

I2104149 Adjusted the logic ensuring that when loading saved grid settings, the column 

layout will only be affected.

I2104180 Modified the ItemNo combos to include "grandfathered" non-Sell items, and 

then hide them so they can't be selected but can still be displayed when 

loading existing documents which include them.

Seradex.Win.InventoryAdditionalInfo.dll

6.4.5 05/26/2021 I2103372 Corrected issue attempting to use the lookup to find a tracked asset right 

after the form loads.

Seradex.Win.Invoice.dll

6.4.44 05/26/2021 I2104149 Adjusted the logic ensuring that when loading saved grid settings, the column 

layout will only be affected.

I2101296 Compatibility with I2103408

I2104215 Deleting an existing invoice will no longer cause an exception to be thrown.

I2103371 Set focus to ItemNo when inserting rows into grdDetails on all .Net Modules

I2103184 A credit note can now be generated and approved at the same when 

generated from Service Order without requiring multiple saves.

Seradex.Win.MaintenanceTools.dll

6.4.9 05/28/2021 I2011196 Added support to download license file data for a given company

Seradex.Win.Purchasing.dll

6.4.53 05/26/2021 I2103371 Set focus to ItemNo when inserting rows into grdDetails on all .Net Modules

I2101296 Compatibility with I2103408

I2104149 Adjusted the logic ensuring that when loading saved grid settings, the column 

layout will only be affected.

Seradex.Win.Receiving.dll

6.4.46 05/26/2021 I2104149 Adjusted the logic ensuring that when loading saved grid settings, the column 

layout will only be affected.

I2103371 Set focus to ItemNo when inserting rows into grdDetails on all .Net Modules
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6.4.46 05/26/2021 I2103300 Set focus to same fields set in VB6 when adding a new transactions in the 

.Net Transactional forms (Shipping, Work Order, Receiving)

Seradex.Win.SalesOrder.dll

6.4.38 05/26/2021 I2103300 Set focus to same fields set in VB6 when adding a new transactions in the 

.Net Transactional forms (Shipping, Work Order, Receiving)

I2103463 Prevent generating deposit invoices for orders that are shipped 

(SOStatus=3) or greater

I2103371 Set focus to ItemNo when inserting rows into grdDetails on all .Net Modules

I2104149 Adjusted the logic ensuring that when loading saved grid settings, the column 

layout will only be affected.

I2102097 Modified to add a new tab named "Costing Info" to the sales order main 

screen header section to show the same costing information as the one 

currently in the Estimate module.

I2104180 Modified the ItemNo combos to include "grandfathered" non-Sell items, and 

then hide them so they can't be selected but can still be displayed when 

loading existing documents which include them.

I2101296 Altered to launch a new .net detail User Defined pop up which supports query 

controlled filters off of form header values.

I2011281 Adjusted the logic ensuring that the Freight Vendor combo will be populated 

correctly on transaction load.

I2104261 Adjusted the released memory logic ensuring that it doesn't slow down the 

loading process when there are a large number of details.

Seradex.Win.Shipping.dll

6.4.33 05/26/2021 I2104149 Adjusted the logic ensuring that when loading saved grid settings, the column 

layout will only be affected.

I2103371 Set focus to ItemNo when inserting rows into grdDetails on all .Net Modules

6.4.34 05/28/2021 I2105225 Corrected an issue the shipping module where the ship via on the sales order 

is overridden in shipping by the customer's default ship via, when a new 

sales order is loaded to be shipped.

Seradex.Win.WorkOrder.dll

6.4.28 05/26/2021 I2103282 Modified to ensure that when copying an order the save button always 

becomes enabled.

I2103371 Set focus to ItemNo when inserting rows into grdDetails on all .Net Modules

I2104086 The WorkFlow control will now load employee combos correctly on initial 

selection of a work order. WorkFlow will now be locked correctly in all 

scenarios.

I2003044 Modified to be able to automatically delete the related sub work orders when 

deleting the parent work order.

I2103300 Set focus to same fields set in VB6 when adding a new transactions in the 

.Net Transactional forms (Shipping, Work Order, Receiving)

I2103291 The double-click "exploded" view of the line Comment field will now be 

unlocked for approved work orders when the header Comments field is also 

unlocked for approved work orders.
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6.4.28 05/26/2021 I2104149 Adjusted the logic ensuring that when loading saved grid settings, the column 

layout will only be affected.

I2102222 Corrected an issue where creating a manual work order and associating it to 

a sales order will silently fail if the sales order detail line contains a 

user-defined stat code.

ServiceOrder.dll

6.4.75 05/26/2021 I2103372 Altered Service order to support launching from Tracked Assets and 

populating the default data as a new service order using the new Interface.

sxRuntime.exe

6.4.57 05/28/2021 I2011196 On the launch of Orderstream, before displaying any expiry warning 

message to the end user, check our Seradex hosted data via web API for the 

customers license expiry date instead of just the local expiry date

sxWorkFlow.ocx

6.4.32 05/26/2021 I2104086 Ensure that the employee combos will be loaded regardless of the locked 

status of the WorkFlow control.

I2105042 The default employee, which was being set for the session when the 

workflow was first created, will now also be set when an existing workflow is 

accessed.

WorkOrder.dll

6.4.203 05/26/2021 I2104260 On Rework mode do not include all automatically and do not do matreq logic. 

Exclude and include all buttons serperated.

I2104034 Modified to ensure that when inventory is going to be automatically allocated 

to the related sales order line upon work order completion, the system will 

first check the status of the sales order line and how much inventory is 

required to be allocated.

I2103282 Modified the work order completion to display a message when aborting the 

process due to a failure in the inventory pre-allocation that takes place prior 

to backflushing.

I2003044 Modified to be able to automatically delete the related sub work orders when 

deleting the parent work order.

I2103471 Modified to implement the system preference "Allow to Create Negative 

Inventory" in the sub work order and consolidated work order completion 

process.

I2104197 Quantities deallocated via Reallocation Before Completion will no longer be 

reverted on saving the form.
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